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ABSTRACT

It has been realized that resilience as a concept involves several contradictory definitions, both for instance resilience as agile adjustment and as robust resistance to situations. Our analysis of resilience concepts and models suggest that beyond simplistic definitions, it is possible to draw up a systemic resilience model (SyRes) that maintains these opposing characteristics without contradiction. We outline six functions in a systemic model, drawing primarily on resilience engineering, and disaster response: anticipation, monitoring, response, recovery, learning, and self-monitoring. The model consists of four areas: Event-based constraints, Functional Dependencies, Adaptive Capacity and Strategy. The paper describes dependencies between constraints, functions and strategies. We argue that models such as SyRes should be useful both for envisioning new resilience methods and metrics, as well as for engineering and evaluating resilient systems. © 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The interest in adaptive systems lately can be seen as a reaction to the ever-increasing complexity and coupling (and intractability) of modern socio-technical systems [1]. While the ‘old’ technical systems surely could be seen as ‘complex’, they still were decomposable to an extent that made them understandable or at least possible to describe in detail, and thus assumed to be possible to control.

Today, almost all socio-technical systems are open ‘systems-of-systems’ [2], which are very difficult (if not impossible) to get an overview of, or even to define boundaries of, forcing us to surrender to the possibility that we never will be able to predict all possible states and associated outcomes that can emerge [1]. Traditional methods in safety engineering therefore struggle to keep up with the development of new technologies and usages of the same. The main drawback of such methods is that they are founded on an assumption of a certain degree of predictability and decomposability. These approaches have lately been labelled “Safety I” [3]. New concepts, such as ‘resilience engineering’ have gained attention. A common foundation for these concepts is that they all focus on adaptive capacity to stay in control when facing unforeseen disturbances or events, labelled “Safety II”. Johansson and Lundberg [4] and Lundberg and Johansson [5] has similarly used Holling’s [6] terms “stability” and “resilience” in a similar fashion when discussing the difference between safety strategies focusing on encapsulating or eliminating risks in contrast to adaptive strategies to cope with uncertainty and dynamics.

Resilience engineering recognizes that failure and success both originate from the same source, namely the inherent variability of performance in a socio-technical system. Patterson et al. [7], p. 35 defined resilience as “Resilience is the broad application of failure-sensitive strategies that reduce the potential for and consequences from erroneous actions, surprising events, unanticipated variability, and complicating factors.”

As Ref. [8] summarizes, from the perspective of disaster response, there are (at least) four resilience concepts in the literature. We observe that they are somewhat contradictory. First, resilience can be seen as robustness or resistance on the one hand, versus adaptive capacity [6] on the other. The question then arises, does a resilient system resist adverse conditions, or does it adapt to them? (If it does both, what is the balance?) If resilience is about ‘bouncing back’ [9] (or ‘bouncing forward’ to a more desirable state) (e.g. [10]), how do we determine where it will go? Second, putting forth resilience as recovery [11] raises the question of whether a resilient system is resists adverse conditions, adapts to them, or simply is able to rise from the ashes, bouncing back from damage? Finally, resilience can be conceptualized as preparing [12], to adjust to what might be on the horizon, but also as ability to respond [13]. Is resilience then about being proactive or is it about being reactive (during or after events)? Resilience can also encompass both (proactive adjustment and recovery) [14]. Similarly, [15] describe four resilience types, relating them to different resilience research traditions. Furthermore, while Manyena [11] emphasize that resilience should be an intrinsic ability, other authors have pointed out the contrary, that boundary spanning (the ability to reach out to others) is a resilience characteristic [16]. Indeed, there has been a concern that...
resilience may have become a meaningless term, that “the term ‘resilience’ may collapse into the meaningless that results from having too many meanings” [17], p. 198.

There is thus a challenge to present a resilience model that resolves these apparent contradictions without simply making resilience a synonym for something else, be it flexibility or robustness. To meet this challenge, we need to understand what the core functions of resilient systems are, and what the relations between them necessary to fulfill the demands are. Over the last ten years, the authors have developed these ideas [4,5,18–26]; which now are applied in the following model, called SyRes (Systemic Resilience Model). The model is systemic—focusing on constraints emerging from the system context, from functional dependencies, and from resilience strategies. Below, we describe how the SyRes model resolves the apparent contradictions between previous resilience definitions, providing a workable framework for envisioning and evaluating resilience metrics and models.

2. Frameworks for understanding and studying resilience

Theoretical models are implicitly or explicitly reflected in applied methods and metrics, e.g. as has been shown in accident investigation [27]. Therefore, a framework or a theoretical model can have major impact on later applied work, both by outlining what core aspects applied models should include, and through being used as a baseline for evaluating applied methods and methodologies. Below, we outline core functions of Resilience Engineering and Crisis response in different frameworks, highlighting how they overlap and diverge. This will then form the basis for a model focusing on relations and constraints between events and core functions.

To speak of resilience, something must stay constant while other aspects change. We suggest that the core identity, the “self”, of a system should remain the same. By “system”, we refer to an open socio-technical system working towards one or more meaningful, safety critical, goal(s) in an environment that holds the potential of presenting threats towards either the system in itself or the goal(s) it pursues. Following Mantovani [28], we define system identity as its core goals. The core goals are what the system holds as most central—this may of course be a continuum, with some goals being more important than others. The system should protect the core identity-defining goals, but be flexible with other goals. Those other goals may be instrumental to achieving or upholding core goals. Thus, opportunity may present itself in terms of recognition of new or novel ways of achieving core goals, adopting new instrumental goals, perhaps at the same time abandoning old instrumental goals. As systems are under pressure, the range of goals the system attempts to uphold may shrink.

During adverse circumstances, to uphold core goals (rather than abandoning them), may demand resilience. There are different conceptualizations in different areas of research, of what defines resilient systems, and of what core capacities resilient systems have. In this paper, we include currently accepted core capacities from resilience engineering, as well as capacities recognized as important to crisis response and in some resilience engineering frameworks see e.g. [29]. We choose to also include crisis response since crises represent circumstances that can present major adverse conditions to uphold core goals in previously well-adapted systems. Although, to other systems, that may previously have been ill adapted, the same situations may represent opportunity. Their core goals and abilities may match the new situation better than the old context did. We do not, in our model, consider systems resilient that were accidentally better suited for new situations. Resilience demands the intrinsic capacity to proactively or reactively adapt, while preserving core goals.

It is not uncommon in resilience engineering to refer to four processes of adaptation: Anticipating, Monitoring, Responding, and Learning, as for example in the case of the resilience cornerstones suggested by Hollnagel [30]. Anticipation stands for being able to, before the fact, take in the idea that a situation might occur, and to take action based on the prediction. Monitoring stands for the ability to detect, make sense of, and take action based on discovery of the onset of an event. Responding is the ability to take action during an unfolding event, whereas Learning stands for being able to adjust the system in the aftermath of an event, learning from both good and bad aspects.

Essentially, this is an example of an instantiation from a family of models which can be traced back to Neisser’s perceptual cycle [31]. Similar models, such as Boyd’s Observe–Orient–Decide–Act [32] or Hollnagel’s Contextual Control Model [33] are also well-known examples of this cyclical arrangement of perception–understanding–action. Learning is not an explicit function in any of the mentioned models, but it is implicitly assumed, at least in the perceptual cycle and the Contextual Control Model that learning takes place. Otherwise the individual/organism that executes the cycle would be prone to committing the same mistakes again and again. It is thus fair to say that it is agreed that most purposeful organisms or systems need to fulfil these functions. Resilience is however not only dependent upon the ability to learn but also on the ability of the ‘self’ to recognize the need for change as well as be willing to change. As pointed out by e.g. [34–36], resistance to change in an organization is as an important factor when considering resilience, as is the willingness to change.

In contrast, in crisis, disaster, and emergency response, the following four abilities are often seen as central: mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery [37,38]. Mitigation stands for those activities oriented toward stability and risk avoidance, whereas preparedness regards future response activities. Response refers to being able to manage on-going events, and is also included in the cornerstones model described above. Recovery is about rebuilding, of bouncing back to where it was, or forward to where it would want to end up, in the short and long run.

In the following sections, we will present a holistic model of resilience, based on concurrent ideas in resilience engineering and crisis management. In contrast to previous frameworks, we propose a systemic model, highlighting dependencies between constraints, functions, and strategies.

The model consists of four different sections; Event-based constraints, Functional Dependencies, Adaptive Capacity and Strategy. Each section aims to explain important aspects and properties of a resilient system. We start out by explaining and exemplifying event-based constraints, which are the contextual factors that the system must cope with. We then present a set of core resilience functions, outlining functional dependencies for adaptive capacity between the functions. We also provide examples of resilience-critical properties of each function. Thereafter follows a section outlining functional dependencies that arise from coping strategies. The paper ends with a discussion about the proposed model.

3. Event-based constraints as contexts for adaptation

For any adaptive system, events present themselves as a context for adaptation. A resilient system is an adaptive system that protects its core goals, sometimes by sacrificing and replacing other goals that are instrumental to the core goals. This relates the system to unfolding, potential, or past events. The events are important for several reasons. As they unfold, they represent constraints, in particular related to time and space. Further, as threats, there may be a cost associated with dealing with them, which may result in the need to make trade-offs when deciding how to deal with them. It is of particular importance to notice that some core goals may become critical only in certain context, during particular kinds of events. Some systems may rely
on hastily formed networks of organizations that do not collaborate during normal circumstances, but are formed in pursuit of some common core goal [39–41].

Event based constraints (see Fig. 1) can be defined as latent conditions (vulnerabilities), event onset cues, direct and indirect effects of the event, and damages to the system. Indirect effects may be in the form of side effects of response or of damaged systems. The effects may be relatively direct, delayed, or causing new vulnerabilities rather than direct negative effects as new latent conditions.

It should be noted that although the model seemingly spirals inwards, it also spirals outwards, potentially forming complex feedback and feed forward loops. First, partly or fully failed control may result in side-effects, delayed effects, and latent factors. Those effects spiral outwards. Side-effects appear one layer out, as new effects to manage during response. Delayed effects go yet another layer further out, as effects with an onset that may or may not be detected through onset cues. Latent effects, finally, are such that have no current momentum, but with effects that may be anticipated at the outer layer. Of course, the model also continues inwards, with direct effects of failed control, which may result in damage. This damage is something that may need to be recovered from. As events calm down, learning may be initiated to be better prepared in the future.

Example 1. Power grid failures

Latent conditions, which may or may not be observable, are for instance aboveground electricity lines going through a dense forest. As no event has yet occurred that may cause the trees to fall over the lines, no particular time-related constrains are in play. Event onset cues for a storm may be in the form of increasing wind, or weather prognosis. The onset of an event may represent an opportunity for detection of the onset, but it also represents a constraint—time to the first effects of the event. Event effects are for instance trees that start falling in the strong wind. Those may cause damage immediately, but may also represent disturbances that can be dealt with without any particular effects. The presence of effects of the event usually represents both higher visibility (stronger cues) but also tighter constraints (e.g. less time to act). Damages may be direct such as falling trees cutting aboveground electricity lines, or by blocking roads. Damages represent new constraints, in particular with regard to time before the damages cause side effects potentially causing further damages. Side effects may also occur directly (no electricity), or be delayed (pumps failing in the waste-water system, causing overflow much later), or hidden as latent conditions (e.g. water eroding roads, but without collapsing them immediately).

Facing a major storm, a system may realign itself, into a crisis management mode, coordinating efforts from different actors more actively than during normal events. Representatives from different areas in a municipality may for instance form a crisis management team, to make sense of and coordinate efforts, to maintain core system goals (e.g. protect all their citizens).

Example 2. Air traffic control

In Air Traffic Control (ATC), a latent condition in regular work is for instance wind and other factors that make performance of aircraft variable and somewhat unpredictable. As long as this performance variability does not combine with spikes from events, or other kinds of system variability, no particular event may become manifest. Event onset cues may be a slight change in speed or direction, compared to what was predicted or prescribed. Effects may be separation minima infringements, whereas damages may be rather direct and violent if separation is lost. Side-effects may furthermore stem from response, e.g. changing the speed, altitude or direction of an aircraft may cause new loss-of-separation events. Latent conditions may for instance emerge if an unusual occurrence (e.g. lack of runway lights) becomes an everyday occurrence, eroding the safety of the system. The events may threaten core system goals (e.g. safety through separation, and efficiency).
4. Functional dependencies for adaptive capacity

The upper part of the model (see Fig. 2) describes functions that a system may employ to cope with events, and core functional constraints between them (to the left). The six functions are arranged in a circular fashion, placing the functions where their output can be used at the earliest, in relation to events, thereby clarifying the relation between functional and event-based constraints. E.g. monitoring can result in event detection at the earliest after cues are present—but events may also be detected much later in which case the system is more constrained with regard to response. Thus, only the events per se unfold in a linear fashion. The functions are therefore not strictly coupled with any position versus event sequences. In Fig. 2, we emphasise this by hiding the spiral loop. E.g. anticipation may be a part of dealing with an unfolding event as well as something done well in advance. However, execution of the functions may be limited by event-based constraints. E.g. time constraints for organizing response are tighter if done during an on-going storm, compared to if they are done well before the storm has approached. Thus, both functional dependencies and event-based constraints affect the execution of the SyRes functions.

Below (Fig. 2, left side, adjustment of capabilities), we also outline functional constraints on dynamically forming new functions. This is done through establishing and mobilizing modes. Mobilization represents actually getting resources deployed and active. Establishing represents deciding what the resources should do. Ideally, modes are first established, and then mobilized, maximizing the use of resources. In practice however, there may be a mix or even a reversed order. In particular, with high uncertainty of what has occurred, or of what side-effects might occur, mobilizing resources may be done before deciding exactly what functions they should perform.

Requisite variety is a term used to describe the ability of systems to cope with situations [42]. Ashby’s law states that only variety can destroy variety, i.e. when facing a dynamic situation, we must be able to respond before the situation gets out of hand. The term has previously been used to denote the capacity to understand what goes on (sensemaking variety), to affect what goes on (control variety), versus the variety of events that may occur (disturbance variety) [20]. Since in real life, the requisite variety may not always at every point in time precisely match what may occur, adaptive capacity becomes central. To meet previously unexpected or unplanned for events and circumstances, to change the variety of the system is then required. In real-life situations, it is thus important to differentiate between responses that can be initiated more or less right away, compared to responses that must first be envisioned and mobilized. In some cases major adjustments must be made during mobilization, in other cases the response is specified in detail in advance. For instance, in emergency response, there are (in Sweden) often very specific “canned” responses to specific lists of events, to be mobilized initially. That initial response is then adjusted in response to more information.

In our model anticipation is a pre-requisite for the ability of establishing, at the earliest point, functions for monitoring the onset of events, functions for event detection, preparing suitable modes of operation during response, and immunizing against threats that are completely avoidable. Monitoring is a pre-requisite for detecting the onset of events. Subsequently, abilities to detect effects of events may be adjusted and mobilized, response capabilities may be adjusted and mobilized, and effects may, in some cases, be entirely avoided by some manoeuvre. Initiating response is a pre-requisite for the ability to detect direct effects of events, respond to events through the current repertoire of action, to take control of events. Since damage may nevertheless occur, initiation of recovery is a pre-requisite for re-establishing damaged functions for detection of effects and damaged modes of operation. Learning is then a pre-requisite for adjusting functions for event detection and modes of operation, and feeds into the self-monitoring function at the centre of the model. Finally, at the core of this model, self-monitoring refers to the ability to monitor and adjust all other functions continuously, a pre-requisite for the ability to maintain the core abilities of the model. Whereas the sequential nature of unfolding events potentially trigger the functions in the model in such a way that it provides pre-requisites for adjusting its functionality against threats, self-monitoring describes the resilience.
of the system against threats to its intrinsic ability to adapt and respond, as a whole.

4.1. Anticipating

Anticipation, the expectations on what could potentially occur is crucial for detecting and coping with unwanted events. This function largely depends on Requisite imagination, a term coined by Westrum [43]. Requisite imagination refers to the ability to foresee/predict future problems—a skill that is very hard to assess in advance. Nonetheless, it is essential for preparedness— for the ability to adapt and adjust functions and processes in advance of events. Westrum describes three different event types: regular, irregular and unexampled events [43]. Regular events are well known, for example machine failure or bad weather. Irregular events are possible to imagine, but are normally so rare (or expensive to handle) that little specific preparation is taken. Earthquakes, large fires or chemical outlets are typically mentioned as examples of irregular events. Unexampled events are so rare that normally no organized mechanisms for coping with them exist, or could even be imagined. The 9/11 terrorist bombing or the flooding of New Orleans are often mentioned as examples of unexampled events. Events can also be considered with regard to familiarity and preparedness [44], into those that are routinely dealt with, those anticipated events that people nevertheless lack everyday experience of, and those that are unanticipated. For the second class of events, means may have been prepared, whereas the third class of events may require improvisation.

However, having specific capabilities of response versus specific threats are not exhibits in themselves of strong resilience, since new emerging threats may nevertheless later expose the system to new vulnerabilities. Thus, it is the active process of anticipation and adjustment that is the exhibit of resilience—rather than the adjustments per se. Both adjustment of stability (e.g. immunization) and adjustment of response capabilities (e.g. new response modes) may result from anticipation.

Anticipation is a pre-requisite for establishing modes of monitoring and modes of response, in advance of cues for the onset of events. The establishment of modes specifically tunes the requisite variety of the system, to make sense of and to control the specific anticipated events, or broader classes of events.

4.1.1. Example

Two situations from a previously published study [20], the Rune crisis response exercise, exemplify anticipation. The study evaluated how a small municipality in Sweden performed an exercise to prepare for future threats. The exercise focused on managing an irregular event, a storm, which is a threat that the municipality had previously faced. Successful anticipation was illustrated in dealings with the waste water system. Effects of power loss on pumps were anticipated, and response could be launched. In contrast, they failed to anticipate the effects of loss of electricity on telephone communications. In particular, they could not anticipate for how long the systems would be available after a loss of external electricity. Interestingly, in the first case, resources needed for anticipation were already mobilized, present in the crisis management team. But in the second case, a new function was established and mobilized during a meeting. That process was however too slow to anticipate effects before they become actual effects.

4.2. Monitoring

Monitoring, the surveillance of crucial system parameters and events, is guided by anticipation. In most situations, we look for problems where we expect to find them. In technical systems, we install sensors and automation to cope with problems that we either have foreseen or learnt from experience that they are important. However, there is also another dimension to monitoring, namely the ability to interpret the signs of an upcoming problem once it is detected. Requisite interpretation [4,5,26] is a term used to illustrate the ability to recognize that something that goes outside of the routine means has actually occurred, and initiate, strengthen, or coordinate a process of adaptation in response to emerging events.

A particular problem for designing a monitoring function is that for less expected events it may be required to process data that rarely contain information that is needed, to interpret information that is rarely encountered, or even interpret common information in a new way. First, to monitor for the less expected may become sacrificed during high workload (due to the need to monitor for more likely events). Second, during low workload, monitoring activity per se may be reduced, so that cues may not be encountered.

In Fig. 2, having detected and taken in the actuality of the onset of an event is a prerequisite for adjusting and mobilizing response modes, based on onset cues. Although it would certainly be possible to also to establish modes (what capacities are required) as a result of monitoring, on-going events then may constrain possibilities more severely than if modes are established based on anticipation. To actually make use of a monitoring function, resources must also be mobilized. However, for complex situations, monitoring functions only be partially mobilized at the outset, being mobilized more strongly as onset cues becomes present.

4.2.1. Example

In air-traffic control, specific monitoring support systems can be installed to support operators in monitoring for regular threats in the form of minimum separation infringements. For instance through tools such as Short Term Conflict Avoidance (STCA), and Medium Term Conflict Detection (MTCD). Although actual infringements are not that common, threats toward infringement occur frequently, and to manage them is a core aspect of the work of the controller. They are managed both through planning, and through adjusting traffic due to unpredictable conditions (e.g. it is in practice impossible to exactly predict the future position of an aircraft. It is always an approximation that is affected by numerous regularly present factors such as wind, as well as irregular factors such as aircraft system failure, resulting in deviations from predictions). The monitoring function, as embodied by the system of controller and automation has limits, e.g. due to the design of the automation presenting information on infringements and the speed of visual controller monitoring [45].

Thus, the system is highly optimized toward detecting regularly occurring threats in an efficient and effective way. Resources for responding to regular threats are also always mobilized—there is always both an active pilot and an active controller on duty in controlled airspace, and the traffic monitoring tools should always be online.

4.3. Responding

Anticipating and/or monitoring is/are needed in order to detect that something must be done in order to remain in control of a situation. The actual execution of actions is what prevents or mitigates the effects of anticipation/monitoring. In order to successfully act on a problem, there must be sufficient resources as well as the ability to coordinate those resources in a meaningful way to cope with the problem at hand.

Successful response, to control situations so that negative effects are avoided, requires (see Fig. 2) the ability to detect particular effects of events, and to have suitable response modes (that may first have to be adjusted and mobilized). As Fig. 2 indicates, as soon as an event has been anticipated response capacity can be prepared and evaluated.
However, as with all the functions, capacity may be mobilized much later, e.g. after the first damage has been done. But if executed later, event-based constraints are more severe. In particular, response through control may require mobilization of resources, since it may be impractical to be ready-to-act on every potential contingency at all times. Mobilization may be severely constrained by events, e.g. since the physical distance between resources and events may cause considerable, and sometimes critical, delays.

 Returning to what Westrum [43] called regular, irregular and unexampled events, it is clear that systems may be designed so that what occurs very often is mobilized, while what happens irregularly may require mobilization, and the unexampled may also require establishing capacities. Although this is not a strict rule, it shows that by design, systems may not have functions that are mobilized, ready to respond to every contingency at all times, e.g. due to the cost and effort involved, and due to the impossibility to anticipate every contingency. Nevertheless, some systems may be more specialized to one or the other kind of events. E.g., comparing Air Traffic Control (ATC), with Emergency Response (ER), and Crisis Response (CR) organizations, differences are apparent. Comparatively, ATC is more specialized in regular events, whereas ER is more concerned with irregular events, and CR is more specialized toward unexampled events.

 Systems that need to be adaptive during response face an additional set of challenges compared to those that can rely on adaptation in advance of events. First, to cope with side-effects of being resilient (see [23]), second to prepare structures for being resilient (see [22]). Furthermore, there is a problem of anticipating and detecting side-effects of adjustments that are made to cope with events [23]. Those side effects need to be differentiated from side effects from the response activities per se, for instance side effects from usage of chemical means to control an outbreak of insects.

 An important observation is that side-effects also may appear, or rather be interpreted as, changes in the state of the situation that emerge from outside of the system rather than a side-effect of own actions. This may lead to a vicious circle of misunderstanding, where the actions taken generate more side-effects, which in turn distort the interpretation of what is happening—eventually leading to a situation where the system forms a positive feedback loop that only causes more confusion [46].

 Further, for regular events, it may be possible to control events through regular line organizations. However, some large-scale events may rely on the formation of hastily formed networks of organizations. As pointed out elsewhere [40], a particular challenge for hastily formed networks is to establish conversation spaces. That includes both technologies and practices for communication.

 4.3.1. Example

 A debriefing on Swedish crisis response regarding two international missions revealed important insights on response, regarding side effects of re-assigning resources from one function to another. If a medical doctor, acting as manager, notices a lack of medical doctors and starts treat wounded, a side-effect may be delayed or omitted management action [23]. This may reflect the core goals of the system, to protect people, sacrificing the resilience of the system (an instrumental goal). However, to the extent that the event context is dynamic, the loss of resilience may later threaten the core system goals.

 4.4. Recovery

 In traditional crisis response and emergency response literature, it is common to refer to recovery as one of the four core activities [37,38,47]. Recovery refers to both short-term restoration, such as removing trees blocking roads, and to long-term restoration of destroyed infrastructure. What makes this central to resilience engineering is the notion in RE of “bouncing back”, to recover from negative events that have occurred [11]. Although this may refer to response activities, it is also important to consider dealing with effects that have passed through layers of defence and caused damage [48].

 It should be noted that as a notion of resilience, recovery should not merely be about bouncing back to how things were, but forward to a state that is well-adjusted to actual circumstances and foreseen threats, as seen during recovery. In “creative destruction”, damaged parts are replaced by new constructs that have other abilities that are less damage-prone than their predecessors. Such forced design iterations are often an important driver for safety. In some respects this is an illustration of Safety I, especially when re-construction focuses on immunization and increased robustness.

 Successful recovery also refers to restoring functions facilitating resilience. During recovery, to bounce forward, new functions must be established, whereas to bounce-back previous functions need to be re-mobilized. Successful recovery may thus be a prerequisite for continued response during events, as well as to regain or establish capacities after events.

 4.4.1. Example

 In Air Traffic Control, and in other high stakes domains, creative destruction can be exemplified by the replacement of one system generation by another. This usually not the result of any event damaging the system, but nevertheless exemplifies the removal of an old system, and the introduction of a new system. This old system may be left as a backup-system allowing recovery in case the new system malfunctions. The old system cannot be expected to support the same level of performance as the new system. Thus, recovery using the old system may result in graceful degradation of performance, rather than total system failure.

 4.5. Learning

 Learning is, and must be, a pre-requisite for any viable system. It is also central to resilience [30,49]. If a system fails to learn from experienced events, negative or positive, it will spend unnecessary resources in all functions outside the learning part of the SyRes spiral the next time it faces the same or a similar event. First, learning promotes the ability to monitor as it helps focusing attention. In some cases monitoring functions may even have been unavailable before an event has happened, but are introduced as an effect of the fact that the system has learned from its experience. There are numerous examples of this, such as earth-quake and tsunami warning systems that have been installed after severe events. Learning may thus be critical to bounce-forward after events, including learning from events that have affected other systems. In the same way, anticipation is affected. This may however not only be positive as events that have been experienced as significant can bias anticipation in a way that cannot be justified in terms of for example the actual likelihood of the same event.

 Perhaps most importantly, learning helps the system improve its response to an event. By gathering and reflecting upon incidents, crises, and accidents, the system may improve its barriers and procedures for coping with an event or even re-configure its structures to better withstand known disturbances. Also, ways of applying recovery actions can be improved to better meet the demands and serve as a basis for a swift return to normal operations.

 Learning is ideally a continuous function, at least from a resilience perspective, but in many real situations, learning emerges as a consequence of major disturbances, i.e. ad-hoc. Learning can therefore be based on feedback as well as feed forward. To prepare for resilience, it is important to capture conditions that have previously enabled local resilience. The system may then avoid that conditions for resilience are removed as a side-effect of other changes to the organization. Conditions may instead be strengthened and spread [22].
As has been reported previously [36], in accident investigation, the investigators often encounter resistance to their recommendations. They then (in practice, although not always explicitly) employ strategies to overcome the kind of resistance that they perceive. These strategies exemplify resilience of learning, rather than through learning.

In sum, the learning function can thus adjust the basis for detecting as well as actually be the basis for changing the existing repertoire/mode of control (see Fig. 2).

4.5.1. Example

In practice, although humans may know their core goals, in organizations confusion may emerge. For instance, in a crisis response exercise that we have observed (see [20] for description of data collection methods), the participants re-discovered a central core goal. They realized, at one point, that since their core goal was to protect all their citizens that should also include those normally taken care of by private care giving organizations. They also observed that they had made the same omission before (indicating a lack of learning).

4.6. Self-monitoring

Recent research has shown that the ability to change may at times demand more than just having core abilities at some point in time—resilience may require the ability to maintain the core abilities through adaptive processes during adverse conditions, in addition to preserving core system goals.

This problem is sometimes referred to as the Matryoshka problem [5] to emphasize that is a hard problem to tackle, since success cannot be guaranteed merely by using a new system to monitor the old system. The system is then vulnerable to that new system being damaged, and that system in turn then would need to be monitored. Although the problem is hard, perhaps impossible to completely solve, it presents a major challenge for systems that needs to be resilient.

As described in the example below, for instance in reflections by field staff on the Swedish crisis response missions after the Asian Tsunami of 2004, this problem was a major concern to the workshop participants [23]. In our model, we refer to this new, tentatively important ability of the system to monitor its core functions for resilience as self-monitoring. Without self-monitoring, all or individual core functions that facilitate resilience may deteriorate or even cease to function, seriously reducing the resilience of the system [23].

If a system, through self-monitoring, realize that it can no longer maintain its core resilience functions through the existing structures, it must find a way to transit those functions to a new structure, either by prepared measures, or by invention. As the system is a part of the environment in which it operates, it both shapes and is being shaped by the same environment. The self-monitoring function compares the value of success metrics (the effect of actions in the environment) with desired values, while reflecting upon its own resilience. If the current way of operating is deemed inappropriate, the system, based on its understanding of the situation, may chose to change its inner mechanisms to maintain success. Self-monitoring thus needs to be continuous versus change—with slow changes, continuity may be assured by self-monitoring at larger intervals. Self-monitoring may be a centralized or distributed process, executed before, after, or during events.

It is important to note that self-monitoring is not necessarily only driven by feedback during on-going events. In line with the definition of resilience engineering, the system may, based on its understanding chose to exploit circumstances or effect the environment based on anticipatory, feed forward driven, action. As represented through methods such as the Resilience Assessment Grid [50], self-monitoring may also be a systematic effort, assessing the system against core abilities.

Self-monitoring is thus qualitatively different from evaluating how the response work is progressing, and how (existing) functions of the system are (or should be) used. Further whereas learning is crucial in order to increase the performance repertoire of a system, self-monitoring is necessary in order to be able to maintain resilience both in the face of irregular and unexpected events, and to ensure that the core functions do not deteriorate with in adaptations during regular operations.

4.6.1. Example

Self-monitoring has been observed in crisis response, both as a bottom-up process and as a top-down process. As a bottom-up process, Swedish responders arriving at the scene of the Asian Tsunami of 2004 adjusted their roles to fit perceived needs. However, after this initial adaptive period, the ability of bottom-up self-organization was perceived as lost by responders who had participated in the event. It then depended on managerial action, which might also have been eroded if the manager had also taken an improvised role (away from management) [23]. Thus, self-monitoring is sometimes a distributed process, and at other times a centralized process.

5. Strategy

The execution of resilience functions may manifest in the form of basic strategies (Fig. 3, lower part), e.g. immunization (moving a city from above a slowly collapsing mine, to a different location), avoidance (e.g. evacuation), control (e.g. attempting to control water flowing toward a city), rebuilding (e.g. repairing damaged buildings), or through knowledge (e.g. making sure every part of a community knows about threats and ways of coping).

However, more importantly, resilience engineering may give rise to complex strategies that introduce additional functional constraints. For instance, a complex strategy may employ immunization (to a point), requiring monitoring (for what exceeds immunization), to deploy response (that may also work to a point), requiring capacity to rebuild (perhaps also during response). Different systems may employ different complex strategies, and within systems, different strategies may be employed to meet different threats. The particular strategies that are being engineered might for instance be modelled through some emerging framework such as Functional Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM) [51] or the Systems-Theoretic Accident Model and Processes (STAMP) [52].

5.1. Immunization

Successful anticipation should result in changes to the kind of events that the system should more or less routinely be able to cope with, by re-arranging its functions and resources permanently or through preparations for mobilization. In Fig. 3, this corresponds first to immunizing, to make the system immune to the threat, for instance by moving out of harms way (e.g. moving an entire city from above a collapsing mine to solid ground, as in the case of the Swedish city Kiruna which is being moved to a new location as a consequence of the extensive mining in the area).

Immunization may in many cases only be partial. A system might be immune to effects only up to a point, which may lessen the impact of events, even when the limits have been passed. This then represents a shock absorber. A differentiation can be made between shock absorbers that degrade gracefully when limits have been passed, and those that on the other extreme rapidly collapse. In both cases, the system gains time, to detect and react to the
on-going event, but in the second case, a stronger response is needed more rapidly to cope. Immunizing, which is arguably the strongest strategy, is not always achievable. The system may then adjust its ability to (a) detect and make sense of the onset of events (monitoring), (b) adjust and prepare modes of operation that can be mobilized after detection, (c) adjust the response capabilities per se, necessary to act during response.

5.2. Avoidance

In cases where an anticipated event cannot be immunized against, to avoid what is coming may nevertheless be an option, if the monitoring-function detects the event in time. If there is insufficient time to eliminate the threat by immunization, other measures may be taken to cope with it, such as moving out of harms way in a more immediate way than in the case of immunization. For example, a building may be evacuated in the case of a fire because a smoke detector triggers an alarm (the monitoring function detected the event) rather than making the building immune to fires. Avoidance may thus be an elaborate strategy, based on the assumption that it either isn’t possible to make something immune or that it is too expensive.

A Tsunami warning system is a good example of an avoidance strategy—its is to difficult/expensive/impractical to make a coast line immune to Tsunamis, but the problem can be at least partly avoided given that a monitoring function exists that can provide an early warning.

Avoidance strategies thus strongly depend on effective monitoring functions, which also may be complemented by shock absorbers (partial immunization), reducing the need for high sensitivity of the monitoring functions.

5.3. Control

There are cases where it is both impossible to fully immunize against, and to fully avoid a situation. Sometimes this is because the situation was detected too late or because the onset cues where not interpreted correctly. In cases where a problem cannot be avoided, it must be dealt with. One approach is to attempt to control it, or to control its effects. The response-function decides in what way control should be exercised, i.e., what kind of actions that should be taken to assure that the situation does not escalate into an undesirable state. A typical example can be the creation of temporary barriers to control flooding in order to avoid damage to housing or water-bomb areas to prevent a forest fire from spreading. However, it should be noted that most control actions have side-effects, both in positive and negative respects. Controlling a flood by the construction of barriers may for example worsen the problem for residents in other areas.

Control may also, just like avoidance, be a deliberate strategy, as there are situations where problems may be anticipated, but impossible or impractical to immunize against. If neither avoidance, nor immunization strategies are used, the functional dependency to monitoring may be event stronger for response as a deliberate strategy against events— in particular for events demanding extensive mobilization.

Further, when relying on control to manage situations that are otherwise unprepared-for, anticipation or learning may nevertheless be important. Rather than preparing for the particular, control may be dependent on learning or anticipating particular success factors or vulnerabilities. For instance, returning to the case of the Swedish response teams, preparations that made people prepared to take improvised roles, in general, was seen as important [23].

5.4. Re-building

Naturally, there are cases where immunization, avoidance and control fails and damage is caused to a system. In such cases, systems may still prevail by adapting a re-building strategy as a way of re-taking what has been lost. It should be noted that this not necessarily mean that what has been damaged must be re-built in the same way as it was. In some cases, such as with regard to approaching storms,
Re-building may be a critical strategy, since some direct effects of storms cannot be blocked, avoided, or controlled. Re-building may also be a deliberate strategy—to allow events to destroy a system, being prepared to rebuild it afterwards. It may also be a partial strategy, focussing response on some parts of a system, and focussing preparations for rebuilding on other parts, that are planned to be sacrificed in case of an event. If re-building is used as a deliberate strategy, it may depend on monitoring, to be able to initiate preparations event before the full onset of events.

High Reliability Organizations rely on rebuilding, to maintain functionality of their own system. It is achieved through redundancy, e.g. of staff being multi-competent through rotating crew positions, and through being assigned as back-up for other functions, a redundancy strategy called “Stressing-the-survivor” [53].

5.5. Knowledge

The creation of knowledge from learning is something that holds the potential for increasing the resilience of a system. This comes both in the form of better pre-requisites for anticipating, monitoring, responding and re-building. It can be seen as a strategy in the sense that an explicit process for learning can exist within the system, providing structure for gathering important information, in contrast to learning by “chance”. This is a well-recognized feature in many high-reliability organizations where learning strategies are explicit and encouraged [53]. Incident and accident reporting systems are examples of such efforts, as are learning from exercises.

As a strategy, knowledge may be used for instance as a source for improvisation. Having experiences from real or trained situations, this knowledge may be used to improvise—even if there have been no explicit advance preparations for the specific courses of actions. Thus, knowledge is particularly central for systems operating in environments with high uncertainty. Returning once again to the Swedish Response Teams, a strategy suggested was to use learning on-site, to use periods of low workload to teach each other how to work in the own specialist role [23]. Other functions may thus depend on knowledge as a deliberate strategy.

6. Discussion

As pointed out in the beginning of this article, there are many definitions and uses of the terms “resilience” and “resilience engineering”. Although being useful in themselves, no systemic framework for applying the terms have existed. Our answer is the SyRes model (Fig. 4.).

The model includes traditional Safety I principles, such as immunizing towards danger, or avoiding it. However, with regard to these principles, the model focuses on how to make sure they are current (e.g. through anticipation and learning), adjusting and changing them to match current treats (by learning and self-monitoring), hence resilience/Safety II. Thus, the model describes resilient robustness, resolving the apparent contradiction between resilience definitions, in line with the challenge posted by Johansson and Lundberg [4], who stated that the challenge of the resilience engineer is to balance stability-enhancing properties (Safety I) with resilience-enhancing properties (Safety II) when designing a system. There are thus some important features of a safe/resilient system that is illustrated in the model. The system must be able to bounce back, with regard to maintenance of core goals, while being flexible with regard to instrumental goals:

- With strong anticipation, the system may on the one hand be resilient through strengthening its defences, using traditional safety I principles, but constantly re-assessing threats and revising the principles. On the other hand, it may also revise its means for response, minimizing the need for flexibility and adjustments during response.
- With strong monitoring, the system may exhibit resilience through effective deployment of prepared means, or through
rapidly and flexibly devising and deploying responses based on the event.

- With strong response, the system may exhibit resilience through improvisational ability, to rapidly adjust the use of resources at hand (within time constraints and other acute constraints). The system may devise, deploy and respond at the same time.

- Having strong capacity for recovery, the system may restore its abilities to uphold core goals, through restoration of what corresponds to previous instrumental goals, or new instrumental goals. At times, it may also engage in creative destruction, in taking down a system that works, to replace it with one that works better.

- Finally resilience may refer to self-monitoring, the ability to adjust and maintain the core resilience functions. It is vital to recognize that resilience per se may be lost, either accidentally or as the result of a deliberate trade-off during adaptive behaviour that is otherwise beneficial to uphold core system goals. Resilience loss during adaptive behaviour is a potential vulnerability that a strong self-monitoring function aims at addressing.

Thus, the model resolves the apparent contradictions between being well-prepared and agile during response, or bouncing back / forward after an event. A system may be resilient with respect to all the facets of the model—or may be evaluated or prove to have strengths in some area while being vulnerable in another. Therefore, when speaking of resilience, it can be helpful to state with respect to what parts of the SyRes a system is resilient, or has exhibited resilience.

On the whole, the model primarily emphasizes safety II, and the hard work of keeping a system resilient through the six facets of the SyRes model. In particular, the model highlights constraints—emerging from the context, from particular functions, and from deliberately engineered strategies for resilience. A consequence of using the model, and thereby understanding the dependencies between constraints, functions and strategies is that it becomes apparent that focusing/ investing in certain strategies affects to what constraints that can be dealt with, and what resilience functions that need to be developed. Also, the constraints will shape what functions and strategies that a system should focus on maintaining. However, when pursuing resilience, it should always be remembered that an appropriate balance in terms of investment in different strategies is the most viable solution when facing uncertainty and situation dynamics, as it per definition is impossible to identify all possible situations that a system may have to cope with.

It will be a great challenge to the safety and resiliency community to develop running indicators of whether this resilience-related activity is active, in the absence of events that will be captured by regular Safety I principles. With regard to crisis response, the corresponding challenge is to keep running indicators of the agility and strength of core resilience functions, in the absence of actual crises. The successful management of a crisis (or crisis exercise) does not mean that there is a resilient system in place—the learning functions must also be tested, and it must be assured through running resilience indicators that resilience does not erode. If it does erode, due to lacking or insufficient self-monitoring, without functioning resilience, resilience per se might not recover. The Matroyshka problem, as described by Lundberg and Johansson [5] states that no system can be perfectly safe or resilient, as the functions that are created to monitor safety/resilience in themselves need to be monitored, creating a, theoretically, infinite chain of monitoring functions.

Due to the Matroyshka problem and the occurrence of unexampled events, we can never create a system that is completely safe or resilient. However, we can strive towards maximizing the resilience of each system that we in practice can affect. Although the problem cannot be completely solved, it is nevertheless an important facet to design, engineer, or measure. As noted by Holling [6] some systems are hard to push over the boundary, but when they do, the state change may be very hard to reverse. Loss of resilience may be such a state change, since there is then no active function attempting recovery.

It is a major challenge to engineer a system so that a state change from having a resilient system to the loss of the core resilience functions (Fig. 2) hard to achieve, but easy to reverse. To arrange in advance for the re-emergence of lost core resilience functionality in a system may prove to be unachievable, but is nevertheless a challenge with great reward if met. Of even greater challenge and reward is the design of emergent resilient systems in a community at large, to protect the community, from a multitude of systems regularly concerned with other tasks. As previous research has illustrated, practical methods can be both be built and assessed based on theoretical models. Our contribution, the SyRes model, is therefore central to evaluate that methods are up to date, and to stand at the core of novel methods.
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